
The  fe-Commerce  impact  on
your income
Now let’s understand the compounding effect generated by the
minimum  spontaneous  action  of  100  satisfied  fe-Commerce
consumers that refer, on average, only 1 Free fe-Commerce
Member per month:
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Above, you see the text columns titles of the table shown in
the image below (for easy translation purposes):

Table Explanation
In the table above, you see an example of what happens when an
existing Clubshop FREE Shopper Member informs 1 person per
month, on average, about the fe-Commerce benefits we explained
on this page.

In  this  same  example,  we  consider  a  $1  monthly  average
commission produced by each of them

As you can see, 140 Free Shopper Members referring only 1 new
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Shopper  during  their  first  month  generates  140  additional
shoppers in your fe-Commerce Global Market, which brings to
280 the total of your Global Market’s Members.

So,  in  the  second  month,  you  have  280  Shopper  members
referring only 1 new Shopper, which brings to 560 the total of
your Global Market’s Members.

And so on the following months. The example above shows that
based on the average effort of 1 new FREE member per month
each (it means someone will refer zero Shoppers, others will
refer  2,  3,  10,  or  hundreds),  during  the  8th  month,  you
achieve and overcome your initial goal of 10,000 Members for
your fe-Commerce Global Market.

And, based on the more than realistic $1 monthly average, your
monthly  income  would  surpass  your  $10,000  Monthly  Passive
Income Goal.

Smart TIP: if a Shopper Member is not sure what to buy among
millions of products and services inside the Clubshop Mall,
and wants to make it even easier to refer 1 (or more) new Free
Shopper Member in a month, they could decide to order one of
the beautiful and useful QR Code customizable items available
at The Clubshop Outlet. This will result in:

a 10% Cashback,
The “active” Shopper requirement achieved
TNT Commissions for their Global Market Teammates
And,  even  more  important,  an  easy  way  to  register
anybody, even offline, as a Free Shopper Member without
the minimum effort.
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NOTE: The next lesson will also explain why we started this
projection from 140 Existing Free Shopper Members in your
Global Market.

 


